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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Finno-Ugric Unit Pack
Enhance your Crusader Kings II experience with the Finno-Ugric Unit Pack. The Finno-Ugric Unit Pack adds seven new,

unique unit models for Finnish, Lappish, Komi, Samoyed and Mordvin rulers.

Crusader Kings II explores one of the defining periods in world history in an experience crafted by the masters of Grand
Strategy. Medieval Europe is brought to life in this epic game of knights, schemes, and thrones...
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crusader kings 2 finno-ugric unit pack

Gonna have wet dreams with Izzy saying "TOMA" over and over again. 10/10. good game but better with friends
. ::Warning! Very Addictive!::

Zipple World is literally a hidden gem in the Steam Store, and although I have just started playing, I have already fallen in love
with this masterpiece that can only be described as pure genius. Although the game is a bit slow at first, it really does get more
intense around level 14. Almost everything about this game I absolutely adore. The level designs, the animations, the weapons,
and the 3D models. And as I said before, this game is very addictive! I am already hooked on this game and I haven't even been
playing for an hour! Another great thing about this game is the file size! It takes up very little space on your computer and it
only takes around 5 minutes to download, making this game a quick to play game when your on a busy day and only have a few
minutes to spare!

However, there are a few things that I personally think should be improved.

The sound effects are not that good, some of them honestly sound pixelated. And the music is not that great either, and it's not
that it's bad or anything, it just doesn't fit with the intense playing mechanic. And lastly, the biggest problem with this game are
the controls. They are far too quick and even jerky almost. I wish there was a way to turn down the sensitivity.

As far as I can think, these are the only problems that I have experienced with the game, everything else runs like butter and is
incredibly fun. I also just noticed that they have also created a sequel! Once I have unlocked all of the achievements for Zipple
World, I am going to defiantly get Zipple World 2!

Great job developers! Keep up the great work!. This♥♥♥♥♥♥is fun as fuark. But some more maps, power ups, and lobby
settings would be nice!. Nice little relaxing casual game. The series is really fun and well thought-out. The art is amazing and I
definitely recommend it if you want a break from shooting stuff all the time.. Formidable concept, acceptable to average
execution. Still, i recommend it cause it's not too expensive and fun enough.. w/o speedup cheat: this game slow af

w/ speedup: it's ok

7/10. A little story-driven puzzle game. I really love the music and aesthetic style of this games. If you have a few dollars and a
little free time to kill, kick it you. You'll find it worth it. Can't wait to see what more comes.. Here we have a lovely Austrian
mountain route. This time... with Austrian stock!

The views are truly amazing on this route. Scenery is well does. The assets are very well done. Tunnels are made to look like
they're actually dug into the rock. One tunnel even has an open side where you can see out the side of the mountain. The bridges
are fantastic. Also the little details at Semmering are lovely. Truly a marvelous route.

The good:
Amazing scenery and asset modeling for the entire length of the route.
New OBB Eurofima coaching stock which now adds for other routes like Augsburg to Rosenheim.
Some new wagons that I can't remember. They're in the features list.
All coaching stock have realistic sounds from vR.
OBB Eurofima coaches are also well modeled with a fantastic passenger view.

The bad:
Short.
Career scenarios.
Reused HRQ Taurus (OBB 1016) with a LOT LESS features and basically is a dummy train for noobs. Get the actual HRQ
Taurus if you intend on driving one.
Quick Drives are bugged. Some trains will be on the wrong side... and coming towards you.

Despite the bad I reckon it's a very good route.

9\/10 - needs nude protesters.. For me it was fun for less than half an hour and I don't want to continue. Game is simply not for
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me.

Though, it's okay as part of a bundle. So, it was not really a waste of money.
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Firstly, one very important thing to consider here is that the game is "Early Access" and so not yet completed as determined by
the developer(s), with that in mind some of the reviews complaining about it's lack of functionality or the state of it's current
functionality can be disregarded as rubbish from illiterate gamers. Do not let these reviews sway your own opinion on the game
as time goes on.

Onto the game itself, I have found it to be an interesting concept and I am open-minded for the future. I like the genre and style
of the game, being different than big names like Civ or Total War with the apocolyptic and scavenging feel, while a nice
similarity with different victories.

Not to mention it's very cheap currently, pick it up and try it!. Name the joint, name the pizza, manage the
menu/kitchen/advertising/seating/decor/hours, make the pizza in story mode/arcade mode/endurance mode- this is the best pizza-
related game steam has to offer!. I have to say that was much better than I expected. It looked really good on the odyssey+
especially with the deep black levels. The story was very good, and the devs know how to optimized UE4 to look great in VR
(tough to do sometimes) Please devs make another.. This might be the best game EVER if you enjoy playing the SAME nine
holes over and over again!.

Who needs variety, anyways?!. It's totally unrefined, and very frustrating when you clearly hit the ball and it just goes through
the bat!

I have worked out though that bat will make contact with ball if you follow it all the way onto the bat with the headset. In other
words, if you don't 'see' it hit the bat, then it won't.

Happy to stump up a few bucks in the hope they will develop it into something playable, so it gets the thumbs up on potential
only.. Not good, not bad, just another one excellent game. It can be a very good choice if you want to spend your time with a
very simple but funny game. In the game, you'll find many artifacts, coves, and monsters. Everything in this game as it should be
in such kind of the games.

I hope you will enjoy playing this game.. Overall pretty good value, and comes with an amazing coloring scheme.

HOWEVER: If you want to refit your destroyer to have a different special module, passive buffs, or modifier slots, you will
have to pay the 20,000,000 credit refit fee.

Edit: As of the latest patch the refit fee has been reduced to 1,000,000 credits.. Honestly, this is one of the few games that I
come back and play on a regular basis. It took a bit of learning curve to get into it, but after practicing for a bit, I just absolutely
LOVE it! The level of detail, strategy, and all around fun is amazing.. 10\/10 Won't let me use DLC
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